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Revision Summary For Presentation Slides:

The main feedback from peer review and Instructor were:
- To add Publication information of the paper on the main page.
- To add outline of the talk.
- To number key concepts properly.
- To add all explicit or implicit assumptions.
- To use figures to explain key concepts

In response to the First and second feedback we added publication info and outline slide. For the third feedback, we arranged and renumbered the key concepts. For the fourth feedback, we added all the assumptions made in the paper on a separate slide. For the fifth feedback, we feel that we already have figures to explain the key concepts.

Revision Summary For Narrative:

The main feedback for Narrative were:
- To use subsection titles in the Narrative
- To Add Motivation of the research in the Narrative
- To add some illustrative example to help reader understand easily
- To identify reasonable Assumptions and list them
- To provide full citations and reference information

In response to the feedbacks, we rearranged all the subsections and added subsection titles in the revised Narrative. We also added motivation subsection and listed few examples to understand the application area of the proposed solution. We added few figures under subsections to clearly explain the key concepts. We also added citations and reference information.